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Branched flow occurs whenever waves travel
through complex environments that can be
characterized by random, spatially smooth, and
modest variations in the refractive index or its
analogue. The characteristic spatial scales of the
variations (their correlation lengths) must ex-
ceed the wavelengths, and their magnitudes
must be small enough that the waves or rays
representing them are only weakly deflected. In
other words, the waves are only forward scat-
tered. Those conditions are frequently met in
natural and technological environments. Sound,
light, vibrations, and water waves are all dra-
matically a!ected by branched flow.

The phenomenon of branched flow shows up
in electron waves when they are refracted by

residual disorder in  high- mobility semiconduc-
tors and by deformation potentials in pure met-
als and semimetals. It emerges in ocean waves
deflected by surface eddies in the sea currents;
in sound waves refracted in the turbulent atmo -
sphere and refracted underwater by variations
in temperature, salinity, and pressure; and in
tsunami waves refracted by variations in the
ocean’s depth. Light undergoes branched flow
when it experiences gravitational lensing by
galaxy clusters and their associated dark mat-
ter, when it is deflected in media with refractive
index fluctuations, and when it is refracted by
living tissue. Branched flow is even responsi-
ble for the voids and filaments in the structure
of the universe.

Eric J. Heller, Ragnar Fleischmann, and Tobias Kramer

Small causes can have large downstream effects. That
idea is the foundation of chaos theory. But chaos needs
time and space to develop, and fascinating behavior can
happen on the way. As a directed wave or a collection
of rays, such as light, travels through an almost homo-

geneous medium, even minute random variations in the medium can
lead the wave and the rays to branch off and cause extreme intensity
fluctuations. That phenomenon is known as branched flow. Examples
include the height fluctuations of tsunamis, the flow of electrons in
semiconductors, and pulsar radiation propagating through the inter-
stellar medium. This article gives an overview of branched flow, its
prerequisites and implications, the breadth of systems in which it has
been observed, and the reasons it’s so ubiquitous. And the journey to
understanding this intriguing phenomenon has just begun.

In many kinds of irregular media, propagating waves
enter a beautiful and relatively neglected regime called
branched flow. It affects sound, light, water, and matter

waves over vastly different length scales.
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The behavior has been hiding in plain sight in those and
many other physical phenomena. But now awareness of
branched flow and its importance is rapidly expanding. The in-
creasing understanding that diverse physical systems with
wildly di!erent length scales can reflect similar mathematics
and physics is benefiting a wide array of disciplines.

Why is the study of such a ubiquitous and important phe-
nomenon just now ge"ing under way? A likely answer is the
lack of computers in the past and physicists’ initially slow
adoption of computer graphics. Without that computing
power, the focus was on analytical theories, which are most
feasible at the two extreme ends of the  branched- flow prob-
lem: the first random focusing events and the final regime of
di!usive statistical mixing. Between those extremes lies the
ballistic domain of branched flow. The mathematics of that do-
main remain underdeveloped, and graphical
discoveries and computer simulations are es-
sential to present and future development.

Tsunami waves
Perhaps the most terrifying example of
branched flow, ocean tsunami waves are a
good platform to introduce the phenomenon.
Subsurface earthquakes and large coastal
landslides can excite highly energetic surface
ocean waves with long wavelengths from tens
to hundreds of kilometers. The waves travel
hundreds of kilometers an hour in shallow
water relative to their wavelengths.

The March 2011 magnitude 9 earthquake
o! the coast of Tohoku, Japan, for example,
sent waves propagating out like ripples. For

the waves heading away from shore, weak refraction caused
by variations in ocean depth accumulated to create dramatic
wave height variations in a branched shape, as illustrated in
the NOAA tsunami reconstruction in figure 1. That image is
typical of branched flow. (To see additional images, including
an informative animation, visit https://nctr.pmel.noaa.gov
/honshu20110311.)

The speed of the tsunami wave  is proportional to the square
root of the ocean depth, averaged over scales on the order of
the wavelength. Underwater mounds act as focusing lenses,1
and depressions act as di!using lenses. Even depth fluctua-
tions of only a few percent can lead to the formation of
branches. Unfortunately, the bo"om depths of Earth’s oceans
are not known well enough to accurately predict the locations
of distant tsunami branches.2 If the ocean depths were be"er
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FIGURE 1. BRANCHED FLOW is ubiquitous across different systems and different scales, from semiconductor electron flow to tsunami
wave propagation. (a) A model shows the  micron- scale semiconductor electron flow found by ray (small black dots) and wave (color)
 propagation from a point source over a random potential field. (b) NOAA reconstructed the March 2011 tsunami in the Pacific Ocean. 
The reconstruction reveals the tsunami’s pronounced height fluctuations in the form of a branched pattern. (Image courtesy of
NOAA/PMEL/Center for Tsunami Research.)
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FIGURE 2. CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM
branched flow. At top, simulated classical  trajectory
density (rays, green) and the probability density
(waves, purple) flow out from a central point source
over the same weak random potential (not shown)
at an identical energy. At bottom, a  close- up shows
the ray momentum tangential to the circle as a
function of position on the circle (black line), with
the  green– purple boundary as an axis. Below the
axis, the classical flow is clockwise. In the article’s
opening image, an extension of the same  ray-
 tracing simulation possesses stable branches (the
darkest curving lines). The stability is a matter of
chance and will eventually become unstable,6 as
shown in the split of the branch heading upward
in the opening image.
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known,  life- saving predictions could be taken well
before destructive energy reached shore.

Because branched flow results from many ran-
dom small-angle refraction events caused by
smooth weak inhomogeneities, such as ocean
depth variations, that span more than one wave-
length, classical ray tracing applies. For branched
flow to occur, the source of the waves needs to be
at least weakly localized, such that it can be de-
scribed as a surface or manifold in phase space. To
understand why, imagine how clearly a lens fo-
cuses sunlight on a sunny day, when the rays of the
Sun are almost parallel, compared with the  hard-
 to- see focus on a cloudy day with di!use lighting.
Examples of localized sources include emission in
many directions from a spatially localized point,
such as the waves from the Tohoku earthquake and
radio waves from a pulsar, and a spatially extended
source with restricted initial propagation directions,
such as a plane wave (see the box on page 49).

Many natural sources correspond to fuzzy
manifolds that are only semilocalized in phase
space; examples include light rays from the Sun
and waves leaving a storm in one region of the
ocean in a range of directions. The branching phe-
nomenon is still rich and dramatic for those aver-
aged sources.

Ray modeling
The simulations in figure 2 show ray (green) and
wave (purple) intensities emi"ed from a central point source
over the same smoothly varying weak random potential. The
two solutions have some obvious agreements and some subtle
di!erences. Although the gross branched structures agree,
wave interference e!ects are prominent for coherent sources,
such as the  frequency- sorted pulsar radio waves arriving at
Earth. At long propagation distances, the di!erences between
ray simulations and the actual wave evolution can be profound.

In the opening image, the same ray-tracing simulation is ex-
tended to follow more generations of fold catastrophes. It pos-
sesses striking stable branches, which result in strong flux density
indicated by the darkest curving lines. To track the  phase- space
characteristics of classical flow, one can draw a surface (in figure
2, the circle) perpendicular to the average flow and plot each
ray’s position (here the angle !) of intersection as a function of
its momentum component p! along that so-called Poincaré sur-
face of section. The intersection (black curves in the figure) reveals
how the flow evolves in phase space and indicates when lines fold
over, a phenomenon known as caustics. The evolution is equiva-
lent to an  area- preserving mapping of the phase plane onto itself.

Photoshop dynamics
A  discrete- time nonlinear ray map, known as kick and dri#, is
a quick and instructive way to reveal branched flow’s essence,
causes, and e!ects. The  kick– dri# ray map replaces propaga-
tion across a random potential with a succession of indepen -
dent and random refractive thin lenses separated by regions in
which the wave can flow freely.

To create your own, use Photoshop (or our python script at
h"ps://github.com/tobiaskramer/branch) and start with a

phase plane (x, px) with fuzzy manifolds marked by colored
bands that span a small range of initial momenta, as shown in
frame 1 of figure 3. Then apply a random  area- preserving mo-
mentum kick (Filter:Distort:Wave in Photoshop; set the hori-
zontal scale to a minimum), which causes vertical undulations
in the manifolds, shown in frame 2. You can adjust the ampli-
tude, number of generators (sines are best), and the wavelength
range of the sines by experimentation. (Be careful: You might
discover a new regime!) Next, apply an  area- preserving dri#
step (Filter:Distort:Shear), which leads the di!erent momenta
from the first step to cause shearing; that step is  free- particle
dri#, shown in frame 3. You can adjust the amount of shearing.
Next, repeat that  two- step cycle with a random and indepen -
dent  kick– dri#, as in frame 4. Just a few iterations lead to frame
5, shown magnified in frame 6.

You can see thickening of the manifold in some regions and
thinning in others, even as it is stretched in overall length. Some
stable or nearly stable zones survive the six  kick– dri# cycles,
as indicated by the black disks that are still relatively un -
distorted in frame 6. The points in the red fuzzy manifold end
up nonuniformly distributed in position (x) space, as shown in
the projection onto coordinate space in frame 7. The red clus-
ters in that projection correspond to branches similar to those
in the opening image.

The  kick– dri# model is equivalent to the  small- angle ap-
proximation for a series of thin lenses in the optical case. Most
zones in frame 7 have contributions from more than one red
region in the phase plane. In the wave or quantum version,
those separate contributions would carry their own phase and
amplitude and interfere constructively or destructively with

Kick Dri!

Kick"dri!
(from 3)

Project red phase-space density
to coordinate space

Two kick"dri! cycles 
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FIGURE 3. A  KICK! DRIFT, or thin lens, model implemented in Photoshop 
shows how branches form. In frame 1, the phase plane starts with circles evenly
distributed and uniform colored bands whose widths correspond to ranges of
 initial momenta. After rounds of momentum kicks followed by periods of drift,
many of the original circles get stretched and distorted, whereas others are nearly
unchanged, a sign of stable or nearly stable zones. The formation of branches
 corresponds to the color accumulations in the vertical projection of phase space
onto coordinate space, such as shown in the bar in frame 7, which plots the
 density of the distorted red band.
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one another. The qualitative features here apply even a#er
thousands of  kick– dri# cycles.

The  kick– dri# model can be defined as a simple  point- to- point
 area- preserving mapping of the phase plane onto itself, under

The potential Vn(x) changes randomly with each iteration n,
although it retains certain statistical properties, such as a cor-
relation length in x.

Dimensionality
The branching phenomenon applies in both  two- and  three-
 dimensional wave flow. Figure 4 is a  ray- tracing simulation of
3D propagation similar to what might occur for sound waves
refracting in an atmosphere with temperature and velocity
fluctuations.

A common  real- world example is the irregular variations
in the volume of a jet aircra# overhead. They occur because
the loudness pa"ern on the ground, akin to the light pa"ern
at the bo"om of a pool, moves as the jet moves. Indeed, the
chance that atmospheric focusing of damaging sonic booms
could a!ect such sensitive places as operating rooms con-
tributed to the 1971 ban of commercial supersonic flight over
land in the US.

Characteristic length scales
In figure 2, what determines the average distance between the
first focal cusps along the angular direction and the average ra-
dial distance L from the origin to the first cusps?3 For classical flow
of energy E traveling over smooth potential undulations of typical

height or depth "$ E, the distance between cusps is L % d(E/")2/3

in terms of the correlation length d of the potential bumps.
That and other statistical properties of the branched flow

are largely independent of the details of the random potential
and are thus as universal as the concept of a mean free path.4
Over an ensemble of random potentials, the momentum starts
as a delta peak at ! = 0 and then di!uses as

with D % "2/E3/2d. The direction of travel decays as

where # = 1/D.
To have branched flow in a system, its dimensions must be

smaller than the mean free path, or, at least, the observation
time must be shorter than the mean free time. Beyond the mean
free path, rays will start to turn around, and their propagation
will no longer be ballistic but di!usive. But in weakly refracting
media, when "/E $ 1, the mean free path l = &'v'( # % ("/E))2d is
much larger than the typical branching length scale, which
scales like ("/E))2/3. Thus for a wide regime, wave propagation
is dominated by branched flow.

As mentioned earlier, branched flow has two other prereq-
uisites. First, the source needs to be restricted in phase  space—
 for example, a point, parallel ray, or plane wave. Sources with
fuzzy but still somewhat localized manifolds, however, also pro-
duce pronounced branched flows and lead to extreme events.
The second prerequisite is that the flows’ wavelength needs to
be smaller than the correlation length of the random medium.

Stable branches
More study is needed to elucidate the geometry of classical  ray-
 tracing branched flow, the geometry of  wave- propagation
branched flow, and the relation between them. For example,
 caustics— phase- space fold catastrophes projected onto coordi-
nate  space— do not alone account for the formation of strong
branches. Another contributing factor is quantified by the rar-
efaction exponent, a measure of the stretching or compression
of the initial manifold tangential to the manifold surface.5 Com-
pression along that direction can pile up flux density and create
branches without caustics or enhance branches with them.

In one of the first numerical studies of the branched flow of
sound in the ocean, Michael Wolfson and Steven Tomsovic of
Washington State University in Pullman recognized a stable
subclass of branches: zones of initial conditions in which tra-
jectories coincidentally remain nearby one another for some fi-
nite distance or time.6 For some initial conditions, successive
dilations and contractions of phase space almost temporarily
cancel each other. The odds of such lucky initial conditions de-
crease exponentially with time, but some nearly stable zones
continue to exist. Examples of nearly stable zones are the rela-
tively undistorted disks in figure 3 that survived six violent
 kick– dri# steps and the ray bundles in the opening image.

Structure of the universe
Caustics and folds contribute to the distribution of ma"er in
the universe. The popular Zeldovich model of the  large- scale

P(!,t) = ,e"
1

#4#Dt
!2

4Dt

P(!,t) cos(!)d! = e"t/$ ,$

pn + 1 = pn " (kick step)  and
dVn(x)

dx x = xn

qn + 1 = qn + pn + 1 (dri! step).

a

b

c

d

z

FIGURE 4.  THREE" DIMENSIONAL flow from classical ray tracing
branches as it propagates through a medium with modest random
correlated refractive index changes. (a) The flow begins at the base
and is uniform in density and with every ray heading vertically. ( b–
 d)  Two- dimensional slices reveal how the flow accumulates into
strong tubes or branches.
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structure of the universe proposes that the universe resulted
from a single  kick– dri# episode, followed by sticky gravita-
tional e!ects a#er caustics formed. According to the model, the
relatively uniform distribution of the ma"er in the early uni-
verse possessed random fluctuations in velocities down to
some cuto! length scale. (An alternative explanation is that the
initial dynamics resulted from a slow gravitational acceleration
because of nascent  mass- density fluctuations.)

Both mass and velocity variances could arise from quantum
fluctuations in the first moments of the universe. Cases with mass,
velocity, and combined mass and velocity variations include a
long period of free or weakly accelerated dri# of relatively ten-
uous and mostly noninteracting ma"er. That  kick– dri# cycle leads
to the formation of caustics, which resemble those in figure 4b,

before gravitational e!ects change the dynamics. Numerical sim-
ulations based on those ideas give rise to structures similar to the
observed cosmic web of ma"er, including the large voids,7 as
highlighted in the “Caustics and pancakes” section of James Pee-
bles’s classic 1980 textbook The  Large- Scale Structure of the Universe.

The initial  kick– dri# episode is analogous to sunlight falling
on a pool bo"om a#er being refracted just once by surface
waves. How ma"er flies o! the undulating surface of a comet
is much the same story: Ma"er is ejected mostly in the normal
direction from every point on the comet’s surface.8

Pulsar radio waves
A similar model applies to radio waves emi"ed by pulsars. As the
waves make their way to Earth, one or more partially ionized
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FIGURE 5. OUR GALAXY may cause branched flow. (a) This ray tracing represents a model of radio-wave propagation through refracting
interstellar clouds. These rays are one of the earliest depictions of branched flow. (Adapted from ref. 9.) (b) This graph shows  radio- signal
strength as a function of frequency and time from pulsar B0834+06, as measured at the Arecibo Observatory in Puerto Rico. The pattern
may result from wave interference from branches. (c) The double Fourier transform of the pulsar B0834+06 data looks very different from
the original spectrum. These sharp parabolic arcs reveal properties of the interstellar clouds. (Panels b and c adapted from ref. 11.)

Branched flow is the spatial pattern that
forms when a wave or a bundle of rays is
launched over a smooth, weakly refracting
random potential. The pattern begins (but
doesn’t end) with singularities called cusps,
shown here. In optics, such singularities are
called caustics and typically result from re-

fraction or reflection by curved surfaces.21

Along caustics, the number of ray solutions
passing through a point in coordinate
space changes abruptly.

In the top left panel, the rays pass from
left to right perpendicular to a concavely
curved surface (bold black curve). The result
is an imperfect focus: a cusp caustic from
which two fold caustics sprout (see the mid-

dle left panel). The geometry resembles that
of a folded sheet.

The bottom left panel shows how initially
parallel trajectories (thin black lines) are
weakly deflected by the potential indicated
by a  blue- scale color map in the background.
The white lines show successive  phase-
 space representations (y versus vy ) of the ray
bundle. Although for short times only one
ray solution passes through every y, after the
cusp point a region emerges in which the
white line traverses each point three times.

The top and middle left panels show that
the projection of the  phase- space manifold
on to real space leads to singularities in ray
density. On the right, an initially parallel
bundle of trajectories with total energy E
traverses along the x- axis over a correlated
random potential U(x,y) with mean !U" = 0
and standard deviation #!U2" = ! = 0.01E.
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interstellar clouds often refract them. Between clouds, the
waves propagate in long expanses of free space until finally
reaching Earth. The radio source is ideal for observations:
pulsed, broadband across frequencies$, and a virtual pinpoint
in the sky. The ionized clouds disperse the waves with propa-
gation speed proportional to 1/$2 and total time delays that
scale with the total density of electrons in the wave’s path. For
a typical pulsar at 1 kpc distance from Earth, microwaves take
several minutes or more to arrive, with the shortest wave-
lengths arriving at Earth first. The refractive index in a cloud
likely varies at many di!erent scales.

Instruments installed at radio telescopes, such as the Arecibo
Observatory in Puerto Rico, process data to produce what’s
known as a spectrogram. Such measurements track the signal
strength as a function of time, typically on the order of hours,
and frequency, typically a snapshot of a 10 MHz interval between
30 and 1500 MHz, well within uncertainty principle limits.

Besides the characteristic pulsations, whose periods lie
mostly in the range 0.1 to 10 seconds, a typical signal varies
dramatically by the day, hour, and minute at a single telescope.
That variation results from a combination of the pulsar moving
relative to a cloud, Earth presumably passing through di!erent
branches, and the interference of coherent microwaves that
have taken di!erent paths to reach the telescope.

Pulsar radio waves are the earliest example that we (the
authors of this article) could find of ray tracing leading to a
clear depiction of the  branched- flow regime, as shown in fig-
ure 5a. Alexander Pidwerbetsky introduced the technique in

his 1988 dissertation,9 which built on his seminal pulsar paper
with James Cordes and Richard Lovelace.10

A recent innovation uses a double Fourier transform of the
radio telescope  time– frequency dynamic spectrum, or primary
spectrogram, to create a secondary spectrum, or Fourier spec-
trogram.11 The results look nothing like the primary spectrum,
shown in figure 5b, and contain information about the properties
of the interstellar clouds, such as their locations, structures, and
densities. They o#en feature one or two sometimes sharp par-
abolic arcs, characteristic of each pulsar, as shown in figure 5c.

The clouds are modeled as thin sheets and can generate
something akin to  kick– dri# dynamics for several successive
cloud encounters. As early as 1986, Cordes and Aleksander
Wolszczan noted, “multipath refractive sca"ering must be a
common occurrence” in pulsar microwaves arriving at Earth.12

That is, they identified branched flow.
The pulsar data are so rich that they inspired new labora-

tory measurements on other  systems— in particular, experi-
ments with broadband and pulsed point sources and detectors
with time scales shorter than those in the medium. Such probes
are well suited for measuring turbulence.

Semiconductors and pure metals
We first encountered branched flow in  micrometer- scale
 scanning- probe- microscope measurements of electron flow in
2D electron gases (2DEGs). About 20 years ago, Robert West-
ervelt’s lab at Harvard University produced spectacular images
of that electron flow by mapping out the variations in transmis-
sion through the 2DEG. Those images include  high- resolution
ones showing interference fringes in the sca"ered electron
waves.13,14 (See the article by Mark Topinka, Bob Westervelt,
and Rick Heller, PHYSICS TODAY, December 2003, page 47.)
Theoretical models of a typical potential field experienced by
an electron in a 2DEG revealed the origin of the branched flow
in those experiments.14 Adjacent ionized atoms supply elec-
trons to the 2D layer and induce a smooth nonuniform poten-
tial field that randomly deflects the electrons flowing through
a small opening between two electrodes, known as a quantum
point contact. 

Recently, researchers established theoretically that branched
flow governs electrical resistivity in pure metals and semi metals
from 0 K up to room temperature and o#en beyond. At finite
temperatures, la"ice vibrations in a material cause strain and
a resulting deformation potential. The researchers treated that
deformation potential as exerting a classical force on the con-
duction electrons. Previously, the deformation potential had
been included only in the context of  first- order,  single- phonon
quantum perturbation theory. The electrons could change di-
rections and thus cause sca"ering and resistivity only by cre-
ating or annihilating a quantized la"ice vibration, or phonon.
We treated successive sca"erings with the Boltzmann equation. 

The transition from a  low- temperature T 4 rise in resistivity
in 2D systems and a T 5 in 3D ones to a T 1 rise at high temper-
atures was seen numerically and analytically using  branched-
 flow trajectories. Classical perturbation theory finds the same
expressions, including prefactors, for the resistivity as quan-
tum perturbation theory. The branched-flow description intro-
duces a new picture of electrons colliding with moving poten-
tial bumps, which exchange momentum and energy, and the
ability to go beyond the perturbative regime. That picture, il-
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lustrated in figure 6, captures what is really going on rather
than just statistical measures.

Freak waves and soap bubbles
Shortly a#er the 2DEG electron flow data were understood to
result from branched flow, the search began for other wave
phenomena that might experience a  branched- flow regime.
That search revealed that branched flow is a universal wave
phenomenon. An important example is the propagation of a
storm’s wave energy through random refracting current eddies
in the ocean. With one exception, the field of extreme ocean
waves had made a jump from a theory of uniform sampling
Gaussian random statistics, developed by Michael  Longuet-
 Higgins in the 1950s, to considerations of nonlinear wave in-
teractions. The impetus for that jump was the field observa-
tions, starting in the 1990s, of far more freak wave events than
accounted for in uniform Gaussian random statistics.

Benjamin White of Exxon Research in New Jersey and Bengt
Fornberg of the University of Colorado Boulder were the ex-
ception; they a"ributed freak waves to focusing by gyres. Their
1998 study using a simple incident plane wave gave a clear
early example of caustics and branched flow.15 But they did not
consider dispersion in the initial wave propagation  direction—
 in other words, they used a sharp initial manifold rather than
a more realistic fuzzy one. Critics in the field argued that fuzzi-
ness would wash out the e!ects of caustics. Subsequent work
showed that initial dispersion does not wipe out even large
wave energy fluctuations downstream. In fact, the branching
develops more contrast and even finer structure downstream
(see figures 7a and 7b).

Schemes that include those fluctuations in nonuniform
Gaussian sampling predict a factor of 50 more freak wave
events than those with uniform sampling; no nonlinear wave
interactions are required.16 (Nonlinear e!ects are, however, im-
portant in the formation of the largest waves.17)

The connection between branched flow and freak ocean
waves has inspired studies of  freak- wave formation in mi-
crowave cavities18 and of methods for selectively populating
optical branches.19 Visible light injected into a soap bubble film
can also undergo branched flow if the variations in the  bubble-
 film thickness are random and correlated. Figure 7c shows an
image from one such experiment.20

Branched flow emerges everywhere. It lies in the interesting
regime between the first focal cusps and eventual random dif-
fusive sca"ering. The universality of the phenomenon and the
huge range of applications at astronomically di!erent scales,
from nanometers to the whole universe, suggest branched flow
is worthy of further investigation with numerical, experimen-
tal, and, especially, mathematical characterizations.

We thank Lev Kaplan,  Hans- Jürgen Stöckmann, Scott Shaw, Jiri Van-
icek, Jakob Metzger, Henri Degueldre, Erik Schultheis, Gerrit Green,
Anna Klales, Byron Drury, Robert Lin, and Steve Tomsovic for valu-
able collaborations and discussions.
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FIGURE 7. FREAK WAVES, fuzzy manifolds, and laser beams. (a) In
this simulation’s  time- averaged energy, waves (grayscale, at right)
start from the top and propagate in directions that vary by up to 10
degrees and with random phases. When they impinge on a random
potential field (left),  large- amplitude freak waves emerge (red, at
right) with characteristic length scales of more than a wavelength.
(b) In the evolution of a fuzzy manifold after many  kick– drift cycles,
branched flow shows not only strong contrast but increasing detail
and contrast. (c) A laser beam (green) injected into a soap bubble
film from the left has branching beams.  White- light illumination
 reveals the background interference pattern caused by variations in
the bubble thickness.20 (Image courtesy of Shruti Saiji, Anatoly
 Patsyk, Uri Sivan, Mordechai Segev, and Miguel Bandres.)


